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only serve to * revive ill-feeling 3, and he replied in a letter
to his constituents on October 31. From this moment the
papers noted that * the break between Signer Nitti and
Signer Giolitti may be considered as final'. It was in fact
the beginning of an extremely bitter struggle between
the two statesmen. Their rivalry was complicated by the
conflicting interests of the two biggest Italian banks, the
Banca Commerciale Italiana and the Banca Italiana Sconto, and
took the most astonishing forms. Giolitti managed to get
a deputy to blackmail Nitti by bringing a petition in the
Chamber against him for his pretended connection with the
B.I.S., and had leaflets denouncing him secretly printed ;
while Nitti had all Giolitti's dealings on the stock exchange
watched. They did their best to eliminate one another.
At every ministerial crisis each vetoed the other's can-
didature., thus preventing any solution, paralysing and
discrediting parliament, and aiding the machinations of the
fascists and conservatives.
In this struggle Giolitti consistently had the upper hand.
He had a profound knowledge of the art of government,
to which he had devoted the greater part of his life, and
great experience in handling men, though he was more
successful at exploiting their weaknesses than at making use
of their good qualities. A bureaucrat, he did not share
Nitti's dislike of state economic intervention. As a sup-
porter of neutrality he was nearer the socialists and the
Popolari. On the eve of his return to power he asked the
socialists to join his government, for he hoped to do e great
things'. Turati replied : ' We are not ambitious. If we
accepted, it would be for personal reasons, and our people
would not follow us/ Giolitti retorted : c I am convinced
that I can serve the country at this moment, and I shall
form a government. I shall get a majority wherever I can/
He also appealed to the Popolari. Don Sturzo did not like
the idea of joining Giolitti. He had a profound distaste
for the arch corrupter of Italian politics, which was returned
in full by Giolitti : the anti-clerical Piedmontese wished
never to meet a party chief in canonicals. Don Sturzo
feared Giolitti's methods, knowing that he was ready to
make use of the catholics, as he had done in 1913, to split

